There exists a neighborhood E/' of (9 c 'such that U' + Z7' + i7'c J7. Since / α converges to /, then, there is a β such that a > β implies which is in U'+ U'+ U'czU. Hence Σα[^(i<)](Λ(/-Λ))e F', from which it follows that v\κdf -v\κdf a e V + V + F'c F. Therefore, iMiM/tt converges to 'ylίΓrf/, and hence T is continuous. THEOREM 
Suppose T is a continuous linear operator from C θ into Y .Then there is a set function ^ with values in L[X, Y] which is convex with respect to length and quasi-Gowurin such that T(f) = v^Kdf for each fe
Then K is convex with respect to length because T is linear and because of the manner in which fundamental functions combine. Suppose 7 is a neighborhood of θ γ . Since T is continuous, there is a neighborhood U of θ c such that
The last equality follows from 2.1. The theorem is established. COROLLARY 
Suppose Y is complete. Then, T is a continuous linear operator from C into Y if and only if there is an element μ e L[X, Y] and a set function on ^ with values in L[x, y] which is convex with respect to length and quasi-Gowurin such that T(f) = μ(f(0)) + v^Kdf.
3. The locally convex setting* In this section, for the purpose of comparison, we consider the special case when H = [0,1] of the setting in which Goodrich gives his representation theorem [3] , that is, we assume additionally that X and Y are locally convex spaces. The condition of quasi-Gowurin becomes: given a neighborhood V of θ γ there is a neighborhood U of θ x such that if 
